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CONFIDENTIALITY 

 

The information, creative design, ideas and concepts contained in this Student Study Plan and Learning 

Log for all RBIT students to record their learning journey are the property of Dynamic Management Group 

Pty. Ltd. T/A Royal Brisbane International College / Royal Brisbane Institute of Technology (hereinafter 

referred to as “RBIC/RBIT”). 

 

The information in this Student Study Plan and Learning Log is provided to all students and staff members 

for the purposes of recording the study learning progress, the learning objective and journey progress 

structure of RBIC/RBIT. It aims to clearly set out and provide all student and staff members with the 

information needed to carry out their roles, responsibilities and duties as students, trainers and staff 

members. According to organisational learning strategic direction, on the orientation day RBIT Director 

and management team will give you clear guidelines to use this learning tool. It is important that you read 

and understand how to use the Student Study Plan and Learning Log, as it will be a valuable tool to you. 

There are also important provisions relating to the confidentiality of the information provided. 

 

The recipient accepting the information acknowledges and agrees that it is confidential and agrees not to 

disclose, by any means what so ever, any of the information to any person or entity or to use directly or 

indirectly any of the information for any purpose other than for the college and not for personal gain or for 

interest of any other organisation. If the recipient breaches the confidentiality of this agreement, which 

causes RBIC/RBIT any loss or damage, then RBIC/RBIT shall take legal action against the recipient for 

such loss or damage as appropriate in the circumstances. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the Royal Brisbane Institute of Technology (RBIT), Brisbane CBD campus. RBIT 

goal is to support you to achieve your career and accompany you along your lifelong learning 

journey. Since 2002, we have already accommodated students from more than 58 different 

countries under the leadership of the CEO and RBIT’s outstanding achievements in the Australian 

VET training industry and community. RBIT also won the 2008 Queensland China Trade 

Ambassador’s title. In addition, in 2009 RBIT graduates won the Student Ambassador’s title.  

RBIT works closely with industry, government and societies; this training innovation was greeted 

with great enthusiasm from industries and stakeholders in the 2010 global economic critical time. 

RBIT Management Team identified the gaps between industry and coworker, skillfully crafted the 

Skill plus Knowledge (SpK) Training Programs to support the industries and stakeholders needs, 

upheld the Queensland VET training and sustained Australia’s quality training. 

The CEO, Dr. Michelle Lee and Board of Directors continued to lead the team innovation of the 

Student Study Plan and Learning Log (SPALL) to ensure students could enjoy and successfully 

complete their learning journey at RBIT. RBIT-SPALL provides trainers and individual learners 

with this flexible pedagogic approach for self-managed progress recording of achievement and 

development. This will inspire the successful completion of a learning journey focused on learning 

objectives, career path and equipped greater competitive advantage for RBIT graduates.  

The RBIT-SPALL training log is a valuable training self assessment tool which aims to support 

the monitoring of individual quality training progress within flexible learning approach. This will 

lead to leaner continued learning and building for sustainability; allowing flexible pedagogic of 

combining the skill and knowledge together and join the theoretical and practical mutually to 

support industrial urgent needs. The RBIT SpK concept also transformed this flexible pedagogic 

link with real life experience to bridge the industries and graduates gaps. The SPALL logs contain 

self objective setting, action plan, self review and assessment, and achievement progress records. 

The global environment has swiftly changed; it is increasingly essential that you take 

responsibility for and manage your own career and personal development. It is also crucial for 

industries and individual workforce members to assemble a transportable record of personal 

capabilities and achievements.  Under RBIT’s SpK integration plan you could leap ahead Lifelong 

Learning for your career, the RBIT-SpK Training Program consists of the Skill and Knowledge 

that industry and individual learners need. The RBIT-SPALL will to help you manage your own 

tasks, maintaining your learning journey and progress record. Furthermore, RBIT will train you to 

record your learning journey and create your ePortfolio. We will continue to provide you with 

your present and future needs; to train, guide you to create your ePortfolio; to support your 

continued employment and personal development needs. As a Lifelong Learning Partner - RBIT 

will company you to achieve your success.   
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1.0 RBIT – SpK Integration 

 

RBIC/RBIT’s global mission is focused on delivering high quality management courses to help graduates 

achieve their goals in becoming a world class leader with global vision and business practice through our SpK 

global network education system.  Our worldwide SpK global network team offers a targeted range of courses 

and programs with an effective quality service for a synthesis of theory and practical application.  We are 

proud to support the Queensland Government “Smart State” agenda and uphold the Australia Quality Training 

Frameworks’ highest educational standards: 

1.1 The SpK integration Mission 

a. Equipping graduates with dynamic capability through RBIC/RBIT innovative synthesis of Skills plus 

Knowledge (SpK) programs, combining the practical and theoretical application training model, 

enhancing graduates with a sustained and greater competitive advantage;   

b. Accomplishing holistic management, learning and assessing integrated systems for the future VET 

industrial training needs, ensuring ongoing monitoring for quality assurance of the VET learning 

process to increase effectiveness and efficiency;   

c. Global Alliance partnerships and corporate networking to support RBIT-GIIC project to ‘Go Global’ 

agenda, coalescing Government, Industries, Institute and Community jointly to create a vital 

environment for the future sophisticate challenges;  

d. Logistic Training Hub in Brisbane, Queensland to lead global logistics training, employing FEE-

HELP to upgrade the logistical domestic industry, utilising the Human Capital Resource for further 

export prospects;  

e. E~ Century requires e~Skills, e~Competence, e~Portfolio, effective guidance, implementation and 

evaluation to support eco training’s sustainability for a global social society - these knowledge assets 

are fostering competitiveness, Growth and Create job opportunity. 

RBIT’s Innovative Strategic Plan is committed to use best practice procedures, be environmentally friendly, 

culturally stimulating, offer graduates every opportunity to study well and succeed. RBIT’s Global plan 

expresses our values, targets and direction, it also reflects our milestones. 

We will achieve a better future for RBIC/RBIT by keeping our creative accreditation, alliance articulation 

and association with industries.  By maintaining our quality service, flexible delivery outlook and 

promotion of skills and knowledge practice, inquiry and innovation - we anticipate to inspire our graduates 

with greater competitive advantage. 
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1.2 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) 

Recognition of prior learning (RPL), or skills recognition, provides an assessment or snap shot of 

an individual’s skills and competencies at a point in time. The term ‘skills recognition’ is used in 

this report by the national training system’s e-learning strategy, the Australian Flexible Learning 

Framework (Framework), as an RPL client friendly term covering recognition of prior learning, 

recognition of current competency, recognition of informal learning and credit transfer. 

RPL suits people who have industry relevant: 

 work skills or knowledge 

 paid or unpaid work experience  

 life experience  

 community work experience 

RPL could provide you with a full or part qualification, and avoid duplication of training. It could 

be used to identify what training you may need to complete a qualification, or could provide a 

pathway to higher qualifications for people who may not have access to further training. 

1.3 Mapping to Your Career Success  

Mapping evidence to relevant competencies is primarily the task of the assessor and requires 

sound knowledge of the units of competency and the training package as well as confidence in the 

specific evidence requirements. Evidence validation involves considering a mix of direct and 

indirect evidence, while meeting the principles of assessment, including sufficiency and 

authenticity, and utilising third party/peer or supervisor verification. 

 Authentic - the information and evidence provided is genuine and trustworthy 

 Valid - the information and evidence is well-founded, relevant to the qualification or 

competency being applied for and adds weight to the RPL application 

 Reliable - the evidence can withstand scrutiny, has integrity and reasonably indicates that the 

applicant is able to perform a task to a specified standard with regularity and consistency 

 Sufficient - an adequate amount of evidence must be provided. An ‘adequate’ amount is to 

an extent a matter of judgment and will depend on the type of evidence provided 

Principles of good RPL practice relate to: 

 the RPL individual’s existing skills, knowledge to nationally accredited units of competency 

 the identification of the motivation to gain RPL and the relevant information 

 the RPL candidate and/or their employer understanding the processes and costs involved 

 managing the expectations of the candidate and the assessor  
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SpK                                                   

Study Plan Schedules 

Effective               

Time Management 

Self 

Check List 

1. Learning Objectives 

 

  

2. Time Management 

a. Study Calendar   

  

3. Study ID and Password 

 

  

4. Syllabus/Curriculum 

a. Study Material  

  

5. Instruction facilitator or 

Trainers’ communication 

  

 

6. Quality Study Sessions 

a. Daily preview sessions  

b. Daily review sessions 

  

7. Manage tasks and home work 

Management of group work   

 

  

8. Field trip & learning report   

9. Outside work activities, 

Community based Voluntary 

working experience 

  

10. Advanced Standing or 

Outstanding evidence 

  

11. Management Presentation 

Presenting of assignments 

  

12. The Harvard Referencing 

Guide 

  

13. Problem solving   

14. Submit on time                  

Evaluation of assignments 

  

15. Academic misconduct 

a. Plagiarism 

  

16. My ePortfolio 

 and Global network 

  

17. Outstanding Financial 

Obligation 

  

18. Graduation   
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2.0 Study Plan 
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3.0 The Learning Log 

 

In recognising future trends in global VET education development, RBIT has skilfully crafted an 

innovative education concept – a Global Network Training System – the Life Long e~ Learning 

support centre with “STEP” objectives to meet current and future worldwide demands.  

 

Objective 1 – Setting Learning Objective: What do you want? Where do you want to go? 

RBIC/RBIT has a reputation for innovative VET programs and its accreditation. We understand 

that our prosperity depends on our creative programs, quality delivery service and industry 

partnerships. To reaffirm RBIC/RBIT as an innovative learning centre that thrives on skills, 

knowledge and creative thinking, it is these capacities that ensure our graduates have sustainability 

to achieve their future goals. 

 

Objective 2 – Training Time management: When do you want to complete? How will you 

complete on time? 

RBIC/RBIT values the natural perception of our branding.  We are concerned about the depletion 

of natural resources and want to minimise the impact of human activity on the working 

environment.  The CBD campus re-used resources from our previous Southbank campus - it 

proved RBIC/RBIT cared for the environment. The challenge of sustainable development requires 

the focus, commitment and ingenuity of all RBIC/RBIT team members. 

 

Objective 3 – Equip Employability: Who do you want to be? What do you need for that? 

RBIC/RBIT focuses on “Creating Job Opportunity & Exporting Human Capital” and aims to 

apply the FEE-HELP government funding to assist the domestic training in 2010 to upgrade the 

industries and building the communities for healthy economy opportunities.  RBIC/RBIT values 

the government, industry, institutes, community cohesive and vibrant society. Since 2002, the 

graduate ratio has already illustrated the organisational diversity which has also enriches and 

invigorates the RBIC/RBIT future growth. 

 

Objective 4 – Path to your success career: How will you get there? What do you need to do 

now? When study completion? How can we help you to map to your success? 

In line with the world economic recession, we diverted our direction to focus on developing management 

courses of global skills and knowledge programs and professional development to incorporate global 

industry and sociality demands. Since the global human capital paradigm shift, RBIT also linked to our 

global sister institutes and partnerships to set up our global STC training centres to deliver RBIC/RBIT 

programs and tailored for different training human capital needs. 
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4.0 The SPALL Learning Progress  

 

RBIT provides this guideline for your self-learning progress record, this aim to assist you to 

improve your self- time management skill, to better studying and maximising your academic 

learning with work or volunteer experience while you study. RBIT’s SPALL plan will provide the 

best practice flexible quality training self record system to improve the learning outcome:  

 

Quality Assurance System 

RBIT management team has crafted this SPALL Learning Integration Self-record System, which includes, 

and helps students with self-management, self-leaning and self-assessing progress. This SPALL self-

management and self-improvement record ensures the student’s monitoring of their own learning pace 

within the learning time frame; this system has the SWOT/PERT/KPI/PEST technique to detect learner’s 

working processes to ensure monitoring their learning performance and staff teaching process record. RBIT 

management team monitor this self evaluation system on an ongoing basis, the trainer should ensure the 

student continues to participate in their learning journey with the Quality of Training service. 

    

SpK model Partnerships with Industry  

RBIT has a long history of involvement with industry, community and government organisations. RBIT is 

a current member of many Associations, Industries, Chambers of Commerce in Queensland and Australia. 

RBIT aims to continue this strong support of industry and community and further develop relationships 

both within Australia and globally.  

 

Alliance and Articulation  

RBIT has fostered strong relationships with other educational institutions and this direction also 

expands for the Global network. All of these relationships have included articulation agreements, 

corporate resource sharing, and joint ventures and customised professional training. RBIT will 

continue to build more relationships with international universities.  

 

Ongoing Professional Development Training 

As a learning organisation, our CEO encourages all RBIT stakeholders to continue self-improvement and 

upgrade to new technologies, all RBIT crew members are committed to accompany and support your 

lifelong learning journey. RBIT believes that this combination of theoretical and practical experience will 

enhance the learning and comprehension of our students. RBIT management team continues to organise the 

Yearly Global Business Seminar – International trade update. 

 

The team environment at RBIC/RBIT can be seen all the way through the Board of Directors, Advisory 

Board and global dynamic management team. Our team coupled with our broad base of knowledge, 

experience and ongoing professional development allow RBIC/RBIT a strong competitive advantage. 
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5.0 The SpK and SPALL integration 

 

Date 

Monthly Learning Task                       

Unit Competency 

Learning Action Trainer/Supervisor 

comment  Weekly Task Completion Daily Key Completion 
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Date 

Monthly Learning Task                       

Unit Competency 

Learning Action Trainer/Supervisor 

comment  Weekly Task Completion Daily Key Completion 
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Date 
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Learning Action Trainer/Supervisor 
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6.0 The RBIT Graduates’ ePortfolio 

A Leading US Training Consultant Mr Brian Tracy said the Accelerated Learning is the single 

most important new advance in education and self-development. Research by Dr Howard Gardner 

at Harvard University indicates that we have, not a single fixed IQ, but several different forms of 

intelligence. They can all be developed, but it makes sense to use your strongest type of 

intelligence as you learning time (Gardner, 2001). RBIT management team help you to use your 

strength and develop your potential for a successful career, in addition, RBIT assists the graduates’ 

ePortfolio to record your learning journey for your employability. 

RBIT designed online ePortfolio facilities for all our students and stakeholder to use. You will 

learn to record your Study Profile, any volunteering work experience, your outstanding report and 

continuous Professional development into “My ePortfolio”. Our students and stakeholders could 

store their ePortfolio in our system and retrieve the ePortfolio from our RBIT website, wherever 

and whenever, helping to keep your currency and employability. RBIT graduates are all equipped 

with greater competitive advantage. 

The RBIT ePortfolio contains five elements of your life learning journey as below - 

 My Study Profile 

 The Volunteer working experience 

 My Outstanding report 

 My Professional development 

 My ePortfolio 

RBIT Management Team welcomes you to join our worldwide learning centre and our domestic 

and global network. The RBIT ePortfolio contains the five elements of your life learning journey 

record for your employability. We wish you all the best for your voyage; please remember we will 

accompany you in reaching your success!  

To ensure our quality service, we like to share your learning experience and feedback, please 

contact us on +61 7 3010 3888 or email us infor@rbit.qld.edu.au 
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RBIT 
Student Work activities/Voluntary Working Experience Record 

 

Date 

Organization / Company 

Contact Manager 

Contact details 

Position  

/ Role 

 

Supervisor Comment 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well done is better than well said 

— Benjamin Franklin  
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RBIT 
Student Work activities/Voluntary Working Experience Record 

 

Date 

Organization / Company 

Contact Manager 

Contact details 

Position  

/ Role 

 

Supervisor Comment 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To be successful, the first thing to do is fall in love with your work                                                                      

~  Sister Mary Lauretta   
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Doing your best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment. 

                                                                                           ~  Oprah Winfrey  
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Today is the day in which to attempt and achieve something worthwhile. 

                                                                                       ~ Grenville Kleiser    
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 

 

Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of creative effort! 

— Franklin Roosevelt  
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Don't measure yourself by what you have accomplished, but by what you should 

have accomplished with your ability 

— John Wooden  
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 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

 

   The most difficult part of getting to the top of the ladder is getting through the 

crowd at the bottom                                                                        

— Arch Ward  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 

The great creative individual . . . is capable of more wisdom and virtue than 

collective man ever can be 

— John Stuart Mill  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 

Never, Never, Never Give up  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 

God cannot alter history but historians can! 

— Samuel Butler  
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Today a thousand doors of enterprise are open to you, inviting you to useful work 

 

                                                                                          — Grenville Kleise  
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Doing your best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment. 

— Oprah Winfrey  
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What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you 

become by achieving your goals. 

                                                                                                  — Zig Ziglar  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 

In the end, you're measured not by how much you undertake but by what you 

finally accomplish. 

                                                                                             — Donald Trump  
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We are all of us stars and we all deserve to twinkle 

— Marilyn Monroe  
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This guide has been prepared for the use of students and staff at Royal Brisbane Institute of 

Technology/ Royal Brisbane International College (RBIT/RBIC). This guide has been written for 

the purpose of assisting students in their academic work to ensure all original sources of quoted 

material has been acknowledged in a clear and structured manner. 

 

Note: This document should be used as a guide only. It is the responsibility of the student to 

follow proper Harvard referencing format. 

 

This guide is based on: Style manual for authors, editors and printers, 6
th

 edn. The guide uses 

formats from the manual. The examples used in this guide are not from the manual. 
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What is referencing? 

The practice of acknowledging authors of works other than your own is called referencing. It is 

common practice to acknowledge authors’ works when referring to them in your own work. It is 

strictly forbidden to take someone else’s work and simply pass it off as your own. Therefore, a 

structured and clear system for referring to the original source of work when using it to argue a 

point, provide evidence for a claim or presenting a viewpoint in your academic work is necessary. 

The Harvard referencing system (also called the Author-Date system) is one of the most 

commonly and widely used systems for this purpose. 

 

Whenever you use someone else’s ideas, opinions, data or theories you must acknowledge this by 

referencing. You reference information that you have gathered from books, articles (journal or 

newspaper), online sources, videos, or even interviews and communications with others.  

 

Why reference? 

You reference to clearly show the reader the source of your information. This allows the reader to 

draw conclusions about the quality and reliability of your work. For example, your references 

show how much research you have done and what the scope of your research is. 

The reader is able to consider your sources and their reliability, thus making judgments on the 

reliability of your work.  

 

You also reference because it is the right thing to do. If you have spent months, perhaps years, 

researching and writing an article or book, you do not want to see anyone stealing your work and 

claiming it is their own.  

 

When and what to reference 

If you quote, copy, summarise or paraphrase someone else’s work, then you are required to make 

reference to the original source. This is done by indicating in the text (known as in-text 

referencing) what you have used and from where you have taken it as well as including the source 

in your list of references at the end of your essay or report. This means, for every author and idea 

you use, you must indicate both in the text AND in your reference list your original source.  

 

When using this guide to help you reference sources, remember to ensure you have included both 

the in-text reference and the full reference in your list, using the proper formats as outlined in this 

guide. Referencing your work properly will ensure you do not risk academic misconduct, and your 

academic work will be of a high standard. 
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Book reference 

 

The format is as follows: 

 

[Author 1 last name], [Author 1 initial of first name], [ Author 2 last name], [Author 

2 initial of first name], &[Author 3 last name], [Author 3 initial of first name] [year 

of publication], [Title of book: subtitle], [edition], [Publisher], [Place of Publication] 

 

NOTE: The brackets [ ] used in the format above is only for readers’ reference. It is 

to be excluded while referencing. The spaces and the italics must be kept as it is.  

 

Examples 

 

Books with one author 

Geller, R 2010, Walking with dinosaurs, 2
nd

 edn, Random House, New York 

 

Books with two authors 

Geller, R & Geller, M 2001, Dinosaurs unearthed, 3
rd

 edn, Random House, New 

York 

 

NOTE: The editions should only be included if the book is not a 1
st
 edition 

publication 

 

Books with three or more authors 

Moss, M, Trenneman, R & Barber, J 2010, The I.T. Crowd, 2
nd

 edn, Random House, 

New York 

 

Books with editors 

Bing, C (ed.) 2001, Socialising, 2
nd

 edn, Random House, New York 

 

Bing, C & Geller, M (eds.) 2001, Social situations, 3
rd

 edn, Random House, New 

York 

 

Book with no author or editor 

Webster’s English dictionary 2004, Random House, New York 

 

Book with author and editor 

Geller, R 2001, Paleontology, ed. M Geller, Random House, New York 
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Book with more than one volume 

Geller, R (ed.) 2001, Encyclopedia of Paleontology, 4 vols, Random House, New 

York 

 

Moss, M 2010, The Harry Potter of I.T., vol. 2, The I.T. Phenomenon, Random 

House, New York 

 

Book with corporate author 

Reynholm Industries 2010, Proper business tips: Training Department, Reynholm 

Industries, London 

 

Book Chapter or article 

[Author last name], [Author initial] [Year of publication], [‘Chapter Title’], in 

[Editor1 initial][Editor1 last name] & [Editor 2 initial][Editor2 last name](ed/s), 

[Title of book],[ Publisher], [Place of publication], [Page Number] 

 

Example 

Jericho, C 2001, ‘The proper technique’, in V McMahon (ed.), The necessities of 

business, Random House, New York 

 

Journal Article  

[Author last name] [Author initial][Year of publication], [‘Article title’], [Journal 

title], [volume number][issue number], [pages] 

 

Example 

Morrison, J 2010, ‘Integrating technique with ability’, Journal of business research, 

vol. 42, no.1, pp. 40-48 

 

Newspaper article 

Calaway, M 2008, ‘Crossing to the other side’, The New York Times, 30 September, 

p. 2 

 

Conference paper 

McMahon, S 1999, ‘Discussing new business implementations’, paper presented at 

the Human Resource Conference, Washington D.C., 27-28 September 
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Thesis 

Gutierrez, O 2006, ‘The aerodynamics of flying’, MBA thesis, University of San 

Diego, California 

 

Government publication 

Queensland Health 1998, The effects of alcohol in the workplace. Queensland 

Health, Brisbane 

 

Australian Bureau of Statistics 2002, The increasing average working age, cat.no. 

7854.0, ABS, Canberra 

 

Multiple entries by the same author in the same year 

Kensington, A 2010a, ‘Job satisfaction in repetitive work’, Journal of Business 

Research, vol. 35, no.2, pp.34-40 

 

Kensington, A 2010b, ‘How to improve job satisfaction, in McMahon, V (ed.) 

Human Resources Management, Random House, New York, pp. 55-60 

 

Journal article from electronic journal 

Smith, J 2000, ‘Analysing employee wants and needs’, Organisational Psychology, 

vol. 45, no. 6, pp. 120-126, viewed 25 December 2010, <www.google.com> 

 

Web site 

Australian Bureau of Statistics 2005, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Canberra, 

viewed 5 October 2010 

 

In-text referencing 

In the body of the essay, when someone else’s words and quotes are being used, the 

student is to acknowledge it. Usually it is just the author and the year. This is a 

simplified reference compared to the one in the reference list, but there must be both.  

 

Addressing multiple authors 

If there are two authors, only include the last names followed by the year.  

E.g. Smith and Porter (1997) 

 

If there are three or more authors, do not include all the last names. Instead, only put 

the first author’s last name, followed by “et al” and the year. 

E.g. Instead of Smith, Porter, and Chan (2007), put Smith et al (2007). 
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Direct quotes 

Direct quotes are to be in inverted commas “ ” 

E.g. “Studied changes across time in measures of organizational commitment and 

job satisfaction as each related to subsequent turnover among 60 recently employed 

psychiatric technician trainees.” (Porter et al, 1974) 

 

Indirect quotes 

When using rephrased quotes, the year must be added in brackets after the 

researcher’s name. 

E.g. Instead of “Studied changes across time in measures of organizational 

commitment and job satisfaction as each related to subsequent turnover among 60 

recently employed psychiatric technician trainees.” (Porter et al, 1974) 

 

Substitute that for: Porter et al (1974) measured the amount of turnover, comparing 

organizational commitment and job satisfaction. 

 

Long quotes 

In the case that a long sentence is being used (40 words or more), students may 

choose to use “…” instead of some irrelevant parts in the sentence 

 

Citing references 

When quoting something that a researcher has quoted from somewhere else, 

students are to include “cited in” within the body of the essay. 

E.g. Smith (1974, cited in Geller, 1972) stated that there may be problems that arise 

when attempting to measure correctly.  

 

 

Note that if it does not have to be a direct quote, and students need only reference 

Smith (1974), not including Geller (1972) in the reference list. 

 


